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As an English teacher, why do you need to 
know about Wikipedia?

Anatomy of a Wikipedia article

Ideas for interacting with Wikipedia in class

demo

In this presentation



Why you need to know
1. It has something on everything



Why you need to know
2. It is free (x2), not for profit, uncopyrighted.



Why you need to know
3. It is a global community



Why you need to know
4. It is happening now



Why you need to know
5. Other institutions (that your students 
should be using) are already using it too











Why you 
need to know

6. It is in every language 
you’ve ever heard of. 

7. It is available in many 
different ways. 



Why you need to know
6. It can start many discussions in your class

http://underdogpictures.com/wikidoc/
site/trailer.htm 

Documentary previews - 
“Truth in Numbers”
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Truth in Numbers - 
Issues raise in the preview

censorship, communicating across languages/
cultures, reliability, the “other”, types of 
media, digital society, collaborative writing, 
meaning construction, transparency...

“Glocalisation”



Definitions of “use”
read it

cite it

edit it

research it



Definitions of “use”
read it

cite it

edit it

research it

the best place to start

use its references instead

a way to learn by doing 

potentially enlightening!



Definitions of “true”

Professionalism 

Fixity

Verifiability

Objectivity

Neutrality



Definitions of “true”

Professionalism 

Fixity

Verifiability

Objectivity

Neutrality

amateur ≠ amateurish

Older = more or less likely?

Outsourcing truth?

A “noble dream”

Equal weight to unequal 
arguments?



Who owns meaning?

Writer controls the meaning

or

Reader creates their interpretation?

When the reader IS the writer - what then?



Anatomy of an article



Text



[excerpted from the 2008 WMF annual report]







The tabs













Ideas for Interacting with 
Wikipedia in a Classroom
Read a relevant article as a class and review it

Gather references for the text of an existing article

Improve a shorter article as a class in one lesson

Debate the discussion archive of a contentious article

Discuss the language changes in the edit history 

Individuals improve an article over a term and report

Compare articles across languages/encyclopedias



But make sure to publish your findings in the 
discussion page!

See also:
www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

wikipedia:School_and_university_projects

 WP:SUP
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 Demo



Thank you. 

liamwyatt@gmail.com
[[user:witty lama]]

www.wikimedia.org.au
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